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The AIC, initially launched in Feb. 2020 with partners from leading academic and cultural 
institutions spanning five continents, has an emphasis on:

○ EXPLORING the opportunities and challenges of “disruptive technologies” for archives and records 
management (Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Computational Archival Science 
(CAS), etc.).

○ LEVERAGING the latest technologies to unlock the hidden information in massive stores of records.

with goals of:

○ TRAINING current and future generations of information professionals to think computationally and 
rapidly adapt new technologies to meet their increasingly large and complex workloads.

○ PROMOTING ethical information access and use.

○ PURSUING multidisciplinary collaborations to share relevant knowledge across domains.



○ Computational Treatments of the Legacy of
Slavery (CT-LOS)                                                         
(w. Maryland State Archives – Chris Haley)

○ Machine Learning Strategies for FDR Presidential 
Library Collections (ML-FDR)                                     
(w. Morgenthau Holocaust Collections Project – Kirsten
Carter & Abby Gondek)

○ An AI-Assisted Framework for Rapid Conversion of 
Descriptive Photo Metadata into Linked Data 
(w. Spelman College African American Archives 
Photographs)

○ Computational Thinking to Unlock the Japanese 
American WWII Camp Experience                          
(w. Densho.org)



ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage (JOCCH)
Special Issue on Computational Archival Science (CAS)

Archives and AI: An Overview of Current Debates and Future Perspectives.
Giovanni Colavizza, Tobias Blanke, Charles Jeurgens, Julia Noordegraaf

○ Emerging gap between archivists who are familiar with AI concepts and those 
who are not

○ hence the necessity of “retraining” to mitigate the knowledge skills gap

○ AUTOMATATING RECORDKEEPING PROCESSES AND DECISIONS
○ APPRAISAL

○ Expanding volumes of unstructured and non-categorized records

○ HANDLING SENSITIVE INFORMATION (PII)

○ METADATA (& relationships) EXTRACTION



Incident Index Cards



Objectives

○ Curate the information in these cards by improving their quality 
(scanning, OCR, text correction, analysis, and extraction) and 
adding value to the repository of digital information by providing to 
NARA descriptive metadata supporting access to items in this 
record series.

○ Extract item-level metadata from the Relocation Center index 
cards in order to supply archivists at the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA) with the information needed to 
support withdrawal decisions for items in this record series.



OUR APPROACH

Improving reference by providing:
- item-level access
- Item-level metadata extraction

BUILDING computational biographies

LINKING them into camp-wide knowledge-bases





WWI Award Cards

VA Master Index File Cards American Expeditionary Forces Cards

Pay Cards
Philippine Prisoners of War Cards WWII Individual Civilian Internment Cards

Selective Service Registration Cards International Tracing Service

47M

307K
cards

34M
microfilm

FAMILY NAMES IN CARD RECORD SERIES:
https://www.archives.gov/files/calendar/genealogy-fair/2015/handouts/session-4-labinsky-hardin-presentation.pdf

Japanese-American WWII Camps

cards

cards

paper

cards

microfilm



See: https://cases.umd.edu

Educators are rapidly adopting 
Jupyter Notebooks for:

* teaching
* use in the classroom
* developing teaching materials
* creating computational stories

(Jupyter) Digital Notebooks

Teaching and Learning with Jupyter
May 8, 2019
https://jupyter4edu.github.io/jupyter-edu-book/

CT-LASER+
Piloting an Online Collaborative Network for Integrating Computational Thinking into

Library and Archival (Science) Education (Research) & Practice

https://ai-collaboratory.net/projects/piloting-ct-laser/ 



Historical Lab Notebooks Paper-based Lab Notebooks:
• Used in science research
• Represent a record of:

- observations
- experiments
- ideas
- notes
- formulas
- data

Electronic Lab Notebooks:
• patient medical records



Guidelines for a Graduate 
Program in Archival Studies 

(GPAS) – see (1)

CT-LASER Framework

TBD

(1) Edward Benoit & Donald C. Force, 
“One Size Does Not Fit All: Graduate

Archival Education in the Twenty-
First Century”, 
The American Archivist Vol. 82, No. 1 
Spring/Summer 2019, pp.24-52.



Example of CAS 
with a CT-LASER mapping

Automating the Detection of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in 
Japanese-American WWII Incarceration Camps

• “Automating the Detection of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in Japanese-American WWII 
Incarceration Camp Records.”

Richard Marciano, William Underwood et al. 
Link: https://ai-collaboratory.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2.Marciano.pdf

Proceedings of IEEE Big Data Conference 2018, CAS Workshop: Dec. 13, 2019, Seattle, WA. 

https://ai-collaboratory.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2.Marciano.pdf


https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/10/japanese-internment-then-now-portraits/



Tule Lake Camp in Northern 
California.

Pomona, CA
(Assembly Camp,

LA Fairgrounds, 
racetrack, stables)

Arcadia, CA
(Assembly Camp,

Santa Anita 
Racetrack, stables)

Tule Lake, CA
(Incarceration Camp)



The records of the WRA (Record Group 210 
from 1941-47) at the National Archives in 
Washington D.C. and Maryland, are comprised 
of over 100 series with motion picture films, 
drawings of incarceration centers, photos, 
maps, correspondence, yearbooks, rosters, etc. 

Series 51 & 52 have immense value for 
survivors of the camps, their families, and 
historians, yet they are still not accessible.  

Series 51, the “Internal Security Case Reports” 
from 1942 to 1946, comprises narrative reports 
prepared by camp investigators, police officers, 
and directors of internal security, relating cases 
of alleged “disorderly conduct, rioting, seditious 
behavior,” etc. at each of the 10 camps, with 
detailed information on the names and 
addresses in the camps of the persons 
involved, the time and place where the alleged 
incident occurred, an account of what 
happened, and a statement of action taken by 
the investigating officer. 

Automating the Detection of 
Personally Identifiable Information 
(PII) in Index Cards to Internal 
Security Case Reports



A.

B.

C.

D.
E.

G.

H.

J.

F.

I.



A. Creating Data
“The increasingly computational nature of working with data in” archival science “underscores the importance of developing 
computational thinking practices in the classroom.” “Part of the challenge is teaching students that answers are drawn from the data 
available.” “In many cases” archivists “use computational tools to generate data… at scales that would otherwise be impossible.”



Last Name First Name Birth Year Original
State Gender Birth

Place Family No Individual
No File Number Assembly Center

ABE FRANK 1910 CA M CA 24067 24067A 208156 None
ABE FRANK 1940 CA M CA 24067 24067 201888 None

ABE FRANK 1905 CA M Honolulu 
county

8605 08605A 950783 Fresno

ABE FRANK 1913 CA M Oregon 18050 18050B 805536 Santa Anita
ABE FRANK 1881 CA M Sakhalin 34424 34424C 207865 None

# Last First Family 
No Sex Birth Citizenship Alien 

# Entry Entry 
Date

Pre-
evacuation 

Addr

Type of 
Final 

Departure

Date of 
Final 

Departure

Destination of 
Final 

Departure

96 ABE Tomo 
Frank

18050 M 2-1-13 R - Granada, 
CO

9-18-43 Los Angeles, 
CA

Dept. of 
Justice 

Internment
6-24-45 Santa Fe, NM

Final Accountablity Rosters 
(FAR)

WRA Form 26 register
“Japanese-American Internee Data File”

NARA AAD

Box 8 -- #269

3-23-45       A-1067        INFRAC. PROJ. 
REG.

ABE, Frank Tomo
1514-A

The above was put in project jail for military 
marching, blowing of bugles, display of 
Japanese emblems.  Occurred in the colony.



B. Manipulating Data
“Computational tools make it possible to efficiently and reliably manipulate large and complex” archival holdings.  “Data 
manipulation includes sorting, filtering, cleaning, normalizing, and joining disparate datasets.”



C. Analyzing Data

○ We used NER software to extract metadata from the incident cards. This was done with 
the open source GATE.  This is based on pattern matching through recognition rules.  
The matching rules are often refined through iterative tuning. 

○ For example, a rule for recognizing a person’s name would be based on a lastname, 
followed by a comma, followed by a Japanese firstname, followed by an Anglo first 
name in parentheses. As we process additional cards we would note that there are 
other styles of names, so the pattern would be generalized account for stylistic 
variations.  If the pattern is made to be robust enough it will eventually work on all of 
the instances of names.

○ GATE, General Architecture for Text Processing, https://gate.ac.uk/

“There are many strategies that can be employed when analyzing data for use in” an archival context, “including looking for patterns 
or anomalies, defining rules to categorize data, and identifying trends and correlations.”

https://gate.ac.uk/


Analysis: Other Information on Index Cards

○ names of administrative and staff members of the center

○ document identifiers (C-816)

○ document types (letter, memo)

○ names of relocation center facilities (hospital, stockade) 

○ job titles (chief cook, #35 Block Manager, secretary)

○ organizations such as young Japanese men’s militant groups (Hokoku Seinen Dan)

○ relocation center organizations (Administrative Police, Agricultural Division),

○ locations (Honolulu, Hawaii, San Francisco, Calif.)

○ time and time periods (2:45 pm, 36 days)

○ Remarks: relations such as membership in militant organizations and actions/events 
(arrested, interviewed by, sentenced to time period, and released).



Styles of Index Cards

○ Index card to Case Reports
○ With Other IDs (Family number (F#8504), Individual number (8504-A) 

○ With Multiple Names 
○ With Other Cases (Accidents, Transfers)

○ Index card to Case Report using Keywords (Name, Subject, Location: Remarks)
○ Index card to Registration Arrests (Name, Arrested, Sentenced, Released) 

○ Index card to Documents (Memo, Teletype, Letter)
○ Continuation of Remarks – Remarks on back of Index Card



Analysis of the Tule Lake Index Cards

Index card  to case reports Meaning of the information on card

○ Incident date, 
○ the case report ID (A-999), 
○ the relevant page number in the report (P9), 
○ the subject of the case report (incidents that 

are offenses such as a Riot), 
○ the Japanese-American or Japanese internee 

name, 
○ the residence ID in the camp (9999-D) and 
○ a remarks section



Color-Coded Annotations and Properties 
of an Index Card



Interpretation 
of the Annotated Index Cards

(qlf =[
filename( “Box8-Tule_Lake-999.jpg” ),
style( “Box8-Tule_Lake-999.jpg”,

“index_card_to_case_reports” ),
case_no( “Box8-Tule_Lake-999.jpg”,“A-999” ),
page_no( “A-999”, “9” ),
date( “A-999”, “11-4-43” ),
subject( “A-999”, “Riot” ),
person_name( ”Amane, Ohashi” ),
gender( “Amane, Ohashi”, “male” ),
indexname( “Amane, Ohashi”, 

“Box8-Tule_Lake-999.jpg” )
residence_no( “Amane, Ohashi”, “999-D” ) 

])



D. Visualizing Data
“Communicating results is an essential component of” understanding archival data “and computational tools can greatly facilitate 
that process. Tools include both conventional visualizations such as graphs and charts, as well as dynamic, interactive displays.”

Box 8 WRA Form 26 FAR Tule LAke



E. Designing Computational Models
“The ability to create, refine, and use models of phenomena is a central practice.”  “Models can include flowcharts and diagrams.” 
“Part of taking advantage of computational power… is designing new models that can be run on a computational device.” “There are
many reasons that might motivate designing a computational model, including wanting to better understand a phenomenon under 
investigation, to test out a hypothesis.” “Students… will be able to define the components of the model, describe how they interact, 
decide what data will be produced by the model.”



Supporting Archival Review of the Index 
Cards 

○ Extract Personally Identifiable Information (PII) from index card
○Family name, Japanese given name, American given name, nickname, 

gender, age, family number, alien id, date
○ Compare to information about individuals known to be internees

○ Integration of the WRA database and FAR Information

○ Support archivists in preventing  release of index cards with PII for juveniles 
on date of incident



F. Constructing Computational Models
“An important practice is the ability to create new or extend existing computational models. This requires being able to encode the 
model features in a way that a computer can interpret.”



G. Computer Programming
“Enabling students to explore” archival problems “using computational problem solving practices such as programming, algorithm 
development, and creating computational abstractions.” “The ability to encode instructions in such a way that a computer can 
execute them is a powerful skill for investigating” archival problems.  Programs include ten-line Python scripts.”



H. Developing Modular Computational Solutions

○ We make use of abstraction and functional programming through the use of modular 
components such as: 

○PII_DateCheck(),
○FORM26_lookup(), and 

○FAR_lookup().

○ This allows for reusable chunks of code that can be tested locally. The larger program 
is the composition of these modules, which makes it both more readable and 
maintainable.

“When working toward a specific” archival “outcome, there are often a number of steps or components involved in the process; these 
steps, in turn, can be broken down in a variety of ways that impact their ability to be easily reused, repurposed, and debugged.
Developing computational solutions in a modular, reusable way has many implications.  By developing modular solutions, it is easier 
to incrementally construct solutions, test components independently, and increase the likelihood that components will be useful for 
future problems.”



I. Creating Computational Abstractions
”The ability to create and use abstractions is used constantly across” Archival Science “undertakings, be it creating 
computational abstractions when writing a program, generating visualizations of data to communicate an idea or finding, 
defining the scope or scale of a problem, or creating models to further explore or understand a given phenomenon. Creating 
computational abstractions is essential for solving multiple problems tha fiven nt have structural similarity but differ in surface 
detail.” 

○ The class of Japanese Person Names having attributes surname, given name, and 
anglo name is a data abstraction.

○ The instances of this concept have different forms in the text of index cards
○ Surname alone

○ Given name alone

○ Anglo name alone

○ Surname given name

○ Surname, given name

○ And others



J. Troubleshooting and Debugging

○ To facilitate group debugging, we use an interactive server-based shared version of 
Jupyter Notebook.

○ “The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that allows you to create and share 
documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and narrative text. Uses include: data 
cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data visualization, 
machine learning, and much more.”

○ Jupyter Notebook Documentation, see: https://media.readthedocs.org/pdf/jupyter-
notebook/latest/jupyter-notebook.pdf

○ Project Jupyter, see: http://jupyter.org/

“Troubleshooting broadly refers to the process of figuring out why something is not working or behaving as expected.  There are a 
number of strategies one can employ while troubleshooting a problem, including clearly identifying the issue, systematically testing 
the system to isolate the source of the error, and reproducing the problem so that potential solutions can be tested reliably.” 

https://media.readthedocs.org/pdf/jupyter-notebook/latest/jupyter-notebook.pdf
http://jupyter.org/


Summary

○ Demonstration of the potential of creating online enhanced access to100’s millions of new cards in 
the catalog

○ Desire to engage our students in research projects (internships, etc.)

○ SAA 2018, Wed. Aug. 15, 2018 @ DCIC -- Integrating Archival Education w. Technology and Research: 
https://archives2018.sched.com/event/EUFY/community-engagement-workshop-integrating-archival-
education-with-technology-and-research

○ 3rd CAS Workshop at IEEE Big Data 2018 @ Seattle



Underlined index terms



Near Duplicate Cards

○



Sources on Information 
on Relocation Center Internees

○ Japanese-American Internee Data File, 1942-1946 [Archival Database]; Records of the 
War Relocation Authority, Record Group 210; National Archives at College Park, 
College Park, MD. Also accessible via the Access to Archival Databases (AAD) at 
http://www.archives.gov/aad

○ "United States, War Relocation Authority centers, final accountability rosters, 1942-1946." 
Database and images. FamilySearch. https://FamilySearch.org: 8 September 2017. 
Citing NARA microfilm publication M1865. Final Accountability Rosters of Evacuees at 
Relocation Centers, 1944-1946. Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records 
Administration, 2001.

○ Densho Digital Repository. Final Accountability Rosters Collection. 
http://ddr.densho.org/ddr-densho-305/

http://www.archives.gov/aad
https://familysearch.org/
http://ddr.densho.org/ddr-densho-305/


Example of a Rule for Semi-automated Review of the 
Internal Security Index Cards

○

If there is a single person’s name on the 
card and It is a Japanese name, and the 
age is known from the card, and the age 
is greater than or equal to 18,

Then explain to the reviewer that this is the 
reason that the card can be released 
(opened} to the public.



Example of a Rule for Semi-automated Review of the 
Internal Security Index Cards

○

If there is a single person’s name on the 
card and It is a Japanese name, and the 
age is not known from the card, then 
search the WRA and/or FAR database for 
the name, and if found compare the birth 
date to the incident date from card and if 
the difference is greater than or equal to 
18 years,

Then explain to the reviewer that this is the 
reason that the card can be released 
(opened} to the public.



Last Name First Name Birth Year Original
State Gender Birth

Place Family No Individual
No File Number Assembly Center

ABE FRANK 1910 CA M CA 24067 24067A 208156 None
ABE FRANK 1940 CA M CA 24067 24067 201888 None

ABE FRANK 1905 CA M Honolulu 
county 8605 08605A 950783 Fresno

ABE FRANK 1913 CA M Oregon 18050 18050B 805536 Santa Anita
ABE FRANK 1881 CA M Sakhalin 34424 34424C 207865 None

# Last First Family 
No Sex Birth Citizenship Alien 

# Entry Entry 
Date

Pre-
evacuation 

Addr

Type of 
Final

Departure

Date of 
Final 

Departure

Destination of 
Final 

Departure

96 ABE Tomo
Frank 18050 M 2-1-13 R - Granada, 

CO 9-18-43 Los Angeles, 
CA

Dept. of 
Justice 

Internment
6-24-45 Santa Fe, NM

Final Accountablity Rosters 
(FAR)

WRA Form 26 register
“Japanese-American Internee Data File”

NARA AAD

Box 8 -- #269


